
 
 

At seventeen years old, Ruthie Lindsey was hit by an ambulance outside of a gas station in rural Louisiana. She
broke her neck, punctured her lungs, and ruptured her spleen. Doctors performed a spinal cord fusion using

wire and miraculously, she walked out of the hospital within a month. Only a few years later, newly married and
settling into adulthood, a simple turn of her head left her body riddled with chronic pain. 

Her case confounded medical professionals and in the months that followed, she became addicted to narcotic
painkillers, depressed, and bedridden. After dozens of visits to specialists and surgeons, a doctor discovered
that the wire holding her neck together was piercing her brain stem. Without another surgery, she would be

paralyzed.
As she prepared for the procedure, her father passed away suddenly, her marriage began to collapse, and she
surrendered her spirit to dependency and to suffering. The surgery repaired her spine but she still felt broken,

inside and out. Until she chose to change her narrative.
Ruthie went home to the same town where she almost lost her life. She decided to learn joy again, to retrain
her spirit to soothe her physical pain, to salvage strength from her suffering. She traded fentanyl for sunsets

and morphine for picking wildflowers on the side of the road. 
Ruthie stopped using her body as a hiding place and started using it as her bridge to connect with the world.

 
Now a speaker, author, podcast host, and social media figure, Ruthie travels the globe sharing her story,
empowering others to find purpose in their pain, to look for beauty in the midst of their brokenness. Her

upcoming memoir, There I Am: The Journey from Hopelessness to Healing will be available through
Touchstone/Simon and Schuster April 21, 2020.

 
In her words...

"I have had the great gift of working with Emily Barbee at Marathon Pilates for about a year and a half and it is
always the highlight of my week when I get to see her.

My sessions with her have helped me to feel so incredibly strong and I am now able to do things I never thought
I would be able to do again after a spinal cord injury years ago.

I trust her so fully and through working with her, I have become so much more in touch with my body and have
learned to really begin to trust and listen to my body that I had been so dis-associated from because of

trauma.
Pilates has become one of my favorite forms of exercise and rehabilitation, and I couldn't be more grateful for

Marathon Pilates and Emily!"
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"Ode to New Years Resolutions"
 
 

One of the greatest joys in my life is witnessing people into recovery. 
 

Our bodies hold a galaxy of innumerable memories, experiences, and sensations. Some full of joy and inexpressible
delight, others marred with fear, anger, grief, a felt sense of loss of another, or even of oneself... and still we are asked

by the world around us to “move on”. 
After injury or surgery, we often balance between life before the event, and the future unknowns that circle nearer
each moment. I find deep meaning in my job everyday because I am in the present moment, between rehabilitation

 and future life.   
Mr. Pilates created equipment that is so versatile and full of possibility, that anyone and everyone can use it. We can

use the apparatus to change our relationship with gravity, shifting it from a heavy force into an assistive
aid. We can configure the springs to either support the structure into weightlessness, or add challenge to targeted

tissues as they adapt to new information. We can use a variety of props to either stimulate the nervous
system, or bring a deep sense of relief and peace to an exhausted nervous system. 

We can find ways of working without pain, and realize potentials are much greater than once imagined.
 We can work on balance and coordination without the risk of falling, we can experience walking strategies without the

full load of body weight, we can be gentle to the fibers as they heal and work on the supportive structures around
them, we can do exercises that feel like swimming without ever getting wet, we can jump without great compression,

we can move from several spinal segments or pick and choose along the way. 
 We can, we can, WE CAN! 

 
These are the messages that empower, these are the ones that might feel like small successes, but give life to huge

goals! This is why I love the creativity of Pilates, and this is why I am so grateful to have discovered
Joseph Pilates’ work after I thought I would never walk again. 

 
I have the profound honor of working with some of the bravest people in the world. People whom have shifted their
perspective from hopelessness to wholeness, whom have trusted and collaborated with me and other instructors, to
explore positive movement experiences in a safe environment, and have been willing to work slowly toward goals so

that when they achieve them, it is with efficiency, integrity, and ownership. 
Together, we have found ways of re-framing experiences and applauded successes with joyously loud declarations

(if you’ve ever been on the periphery of one of these moments, you know who you are, and thank you for your kindness).
 

I see the Pilates studio as a place of recovery… of coming back to oneself. 
I see you. We see you.
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“CHANGE HAPPENS THROUGH MOVEMENT, 
AND MOVEMENT HEALS.” 

–JOSEPH PILATES



FEBRUARY CHALLENGE
15 CLASSES IN 29 DAYS! 
 SIGN UP IN OUR STUDIO, POST YOUR JOURNEY & TAG US!
$25 GIFT CARD FOR THOSE THAT COMPLETE THE CHALLENGE
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Maranda just joined our MP Team this week!  
You can catch her at 12south on Saturdays at 
8, 9, & 10am classes,
and at East on Tuesday mornings at 8:30am!

 
 

Events ...

S I G N  U P  F O R  A  C L A S S  T O D A Y !


